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Generator Battery Monitor 
BI-Smart 400                                                    

 
 
 
 
A Battery State of Health Indicator (SOHi ™) 
 
 
Smart-400 Remote Generator Battery Monitor 
    One in Seven Generators Don’t Start Because of the Battery! 

It is recognized around the world and by IEEE, that performing battery tests and analyzing the readings gives 
a highly accurate indication of a battery’s state-of-health. The BatteryInformer Smart-400 increases the 
reliability of batteries in generator starting applications. It monitors the cranking health and other critical 
battery performance data. 

The BatteryInformer answers the single most important question about a generator starting battery:         
“How well is this battery performing when starting this generator?” 

An important point to note about the BatteryInformer Smart-400 is that you do not need to know the battery 
specification, rating, or size. Nor do you need to know anything about the motor. The BatteryInformer clearly 
indicates the relative performance of the battery used to start that engine at that time. This means that the 
Smart-400 can be used on any size battery or engine.  

The Smart-400 is a cost effective, smart and easy-to-read individual battery test device with remote 
alarming. Every start cycle the BatteryInformer™ measures the voltage profile and trends the changes 
against the individual battery over time. Batteries naturally lose capability as they age and are used (and 
perhaps abused). As they lose capability, their starting voltage profiles changes. By monitoring a battery's 
starting performance over a period of time, we can calculate how fast the profile is changing and predict 
when in the future that battery is likely to experience a cranking failure. 

Know when to replace the battery before it fails 
 
The BatteryInformer constantly monitors battery performance, clearly indicates a battery’s state-of-health and 
provides peace of mind that the battery is up to the task of reliably starting the generator. 
 

,  
                  Benefits of using the BatteryInformer™Smart-400: 

- Assurance that your battery will work 
when needed 

- 24/7 monitoring 
- No on-sight testing required 
- Eliminates unnecessary battery replacements 
- Reduce truck rolls 
- Prevents thermal runaway 
- Fixed cost versus escalating service 

cost over 10-15 years 
- Low cost 
 

 
 
 

Features: 
♦ Designed for generator application 
♦ Long wire leads 
♦ Visual and remote alarm capability 
♦ Dry contact closure 
♦ Easy to install 
♦ Wide operating 

temperature 
♦ Re-usable with replacement batteries 
♦ Rugged design 

“The BatteryInformer is what we depend on when we need our generator to start!” 
 


